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Very poor: Bracelet badly stretched, realistically requiring repair or even replacement, glass 
damaged and requires replacement, movement service required, bezel damaged, case 
dented or badly marked (where a re-finish could not be able to remove these issues). Dial 
potentially marked or damaged. Hands may also have some discoloration / damage. 
 
Poor: Bracelet badly stretched but wearable with some care. Glass marked, bezel lightly 
marked, case marks and scratches (mostly removable with a re-finish). Movement has not 
been serviced for years, is running without any stoppage or date change issues but is not 
keeping particularly good time. Losing or gaining 5 mins (or more) a week. 
 
Average: Watch has been worn regularly and shows signs of honest wear. Light surface 
marks to the bracelet and case that are relatively easy to remove with a professional re-
finish. Bracelet shows signs of wear and some stretch in keeping with its age. Timekeeping 
to within circa 1 minute per week. Glass is undamaged, bezel is reasonably sharp and clean 
without any obvious dents, marks or scratches, to the naked eye. 
 
Very good: Watch shows very little signs of wear. Extremely light or no surface marks to the 
bracelet and case. Bracelet shows no sign of any stretch. Timekeeping is as per manufacture 
specification. Glass is undamaged, bezel is sharp and clean without any damage either to 
the naked eye or under loupe. A very low-level ‘touch up’ will bring this watch back into 
‘mint like virtually as new’ condition. 
 
Mint: Watch shows no signs of any wear either to the eye or under the loupe. This watch is 
unworn or virtually unworn. Timekeeping is factory spec and with a simple wipe over with a 
jeweller’s cloth this watch could pass as being brand new. Watch may still have some 
factory stickers or has clearly been a safe queen since birth. Everything about this watch 
looks and feels new and virtually untouched by the hand. It can also be described as “New 
old Stock”.  
 
The public’s perception of condition: 
 
In general, the selling public will describe their watch as ‘Very Good’ when in truth what 
they are selling will usually fit into categories of Poor or Average with Average being the 
most usual scenario. This is not necessarily a dishonest description by the seller, more likely 
just an un-educated one. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
When describing their watch, commonly sellers often miss, or will choose to ignore issues 
such as: Marks or chips to the glass, particularly around the rim of the Sapphire Crystal, 
marks or slight damage to the bezel. Timekeeping issues, and surface marks to the case and 
bracelet and sometimes band stretch.  
 
These are all issues that would take a watch out of the ‘Very Good’ category and relegate 
them into the Poor or Average bracket.  
 
It is the buyer’s job to spot any issues and then point these out to the seller whilst adjusting 
the sale price accordingly. 
 
Your job as a buyer: Is to study any potential purchase very carefully using a loupe. You can 
then come to an educated decision as to which category a watch sits within. Any potential 
purchase price can then be adjusted accordingly. 
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